Abstract-This paper introduces an efficient method for lossless compression of depth map images, using the representation of a depth image in terms of three entities: 1) the crack-edges; 2) the constant depth regions enclosed by them; and 3) the depth value over each region. The starting representation is identical with that used in a very efficient coder for palette images, the piecewise-constant image model coding, but the techniques used for coding the elements of the representation are more advanced and especially suitable for the type of redundancy present in depth images. Initially, the vertical and horizontal crack-edges separating the constant depth regions are transmitted by 2D context coding using optimally pruned context trees. Both the encoder and decoder can reconstruct the regions of constant depth from the transmitted crack-edge image. The depth value in a given region is encoded using the depth values of the neighboring regions already encoded, exploiting the natural smoothness of the depth variation, and the mutual exclusiveness of the values in neighboring regions. The encoding method is suitable for lossless compression of depth images, obtaining compression of about 10-65 times, and additionally can be used as the entropy coding stage for lossy depth compression.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENTLY there has been an increased interest in the compression of depth map images, especially due to the appearance of many types of sensors or techniques for acquiring this type of images, and also due to their wide range of applications, starting from generating multi-view images in 3DTv, to computer vision applications, and gaming. Since the quality of the acquired images improves all the time, there is an interest in developing techniques which can compress these data preserving all the information contained in the originally acquired images.
The depth map images are formally similar to the natural gray level images, at the pixel with coordinates (x, y) being stored an integer value D(x, y) ∈ {0, . . . , 2 B −1} using B bits, with the major difference being the significance of the image values. For natural gray level images D(x, y) represents the luminance of the object area projected at the (x, y) pixel, while for depth images D(x, y) represents the value of the depth or distance from the camera to the object area projected in the image plane at the coordinates (x, y).
Unlike the case of natural gray-scale images, which represent the luminance of natural images, in most depth images there are many large regions of constant values, hence leading to a higher redundancy, and thus to potentially much better compression factors for depth images as compared to natural gray scale images. Apart of the large constant regions, depth images may contain also medium size, and even very small regions. Some of the small regions may represent only noise, some of them may represent also valuable geometric information about the contours of the objects present in the depth image. When using lossy compression of the depth images for such applications as multi-view generation from depthplus-one-view, it was noticed that preserving the geometry of the object contours is very important for achieving good quality of the multi-view reconstructions. Hence the removing of the small objects, or redrawing of the contours due to use of quantization (possibly after applying an image transform), can lead to disturbing artifacts in the multi-view reconstruction. One possible remedy is the transmission of the lossless version of the depth image, if it compresses well, or the transmission of lossy versions that are as close as possible to the original. In this paper we propose an efficient lossless compression method, which can also be used as entropy coder for several lossy approximations of the image, providing a wide range of available rates in the rate-distortion plane, wider than most existing lossy compression methods, bringing potentially more flexibility in a multi-view generation system.
A. Preview
This paper provides a tool for encoding the representation of a depth image in terms of the underlying partition of constant regions (which we call patches in the rest of the paper), focusing on efficient methods to encode the contours and the depth-value of each patch.
Our method has a number of similarities with the method named "the piecewise-constant image model" (PWC) [1] which was shown to be most suited for palette images. Both PWC and our method, CERV, start from the initial representation of the image, in terms of binary vertical and horizontal edges of the region contours, and in terms of the depth value over each region. We dedicate Section VI to present the algorithmic similarities and differences between the two methods, after presenting in detail the content of our method.
A crack-edge can be seen as a virtual line segment separating two pixels, which are vertical or horizontal neighbors (see the green and red segments in Figure 1 and further details in Section II-A). It has associated the value zero if the separated pixels have the same value and one otherwise, and hence can be used to describe the contours between constant regions. We use two-dimensional contexts for encoding all crack-edges in the image. Out of all crack-edges only the active crack-edges (those which are set to one) are important because they form the contours of the constant regions.
Once the constant regions in the depth map image are reconstructed from the encoded contours, filling in a depth value for each constant region is done exploiting the smoothness of variation of depth value from one region to another. However, unlike in the case of natural images, where one pixel is predicted from its (small) causal neighborhood, which is bound to a few of its neighbors in the pixel grid, now a region may have a more varied neighborhood of regions, sometimes one region being engulfed into another one, and thus having just one single neighbor, or in the other extreme, one large region may have hundreds of neighboring small regions. Prediction in this network of regions, with variable structure of their neighborhood, will lead to encoding distributions with very low entropy.
The depth value at a current patch is encoded in several different ways, depending on the values at the neighbor patches. The efficiency comes especially from the situations when the depth values in the already known patches are close to the depth of the patch to be encoded, which additionally ought to be different of all depth values of its neighboring patches. In these situations a list of possible candidate values for the depth of the current patch is constructed, and the rank of the current depth in the list is transmitted, taking into account the exclusions built in the list. It turns out that the current depth value comes most of the times in the top few positions, and the rank information can thus be transmitted very efficiently.
In this paper we attempt to split the image into elements denoted generically {ξ i } which can be: 1) vertical crack-edges, V i, j , 2) horizontal crack-edges, H i, j and 3) depth values D i, j . The challenge is to utilize in the most efficient way the redundancy between these elements and find the most effective strategy of transmitting them. The order in which we transmit is essential and both the encoder and decoder should be able to construct and use in the arithmetic coding [2] , [3] the conditional probabilities P(ξ i |ξ j 1 , ξ j 2 , . . . ; j 1 , j 2 , . . . < i ) in a causal way with respect to the order of transmitting the elements. Out of the transmitted elements we may also construct entities like regions of pixels, or clusters of available neighbor values, which can be used when defining the conditional probabilities.
We introduce a family of algorithms for encoding depth images, dubbed CERV (from crack-edge-region-value), having configurable algorithmic complexity, where at one end the encoding is done very fast, and on the other end the encoding takes longer time in order to exploiting more intricate redundancies. In the fast encoding variant, CERVFast, the encoding of the contours and depth values are done intertwined, line by line, in a single pass through the image, while in the higher compression (CERV-HiCo) variant (which also has higher complexity) the patches over the whole image are found and encoded first, followed by encoding the depth values. The two variants differ also in the type of regions they use: the CERV-HiCo variant uses patches, which are globally maximal regions, while the CERV-Fast variant uses locally determined constant segments as regions, for each such a region one depth-value being encoded. Hence the essential ingredients in the CERV representation and in the lossless coding scheme are: the crack-edges (CE), the regions (R), and the values over regions (V).
The algorithms can be used directly for lossless coding of depth images. Additionally, the CERV algorithms can be used as entropy coding blocks for lossy coding methods, where one has to design a first processing block having the task to build a lossy version of the image, suitable for the type of encoding we propose. One very simple version of such a scheme is illustrated in this paper, which together with the CERV algorithm constitute a lossy coding method, displaying very good results at high bitrates, and, for some images, surprisingly competitive results even at low bitrates.
B. Related Work
The recent work relevant for lossless depth image compression has proposed several algorithms specifically conceived for depth images and additionally it considered modifications of the methods currently used for color or gray-scale images. In [4] the image is first split into blocks, and the initial binary planes are transformed according to Gray coding and then encoded using a binary compression scheme. Encoding by bit-planes is further developed in [5] , where the transformed binary planes are encoded by JBIG and, additionally, the problem of efficiently encoding a pair of left-and rightdisparity images is solved. In [6] , [7] only the contours of the large regions resulted from a segmentation of the image were transmitted, using chain-codes, after which predictive coding of the various depth-values was used inside each region. Other line of research in lossless depth coding refers to modifying the traditional lossless image coders for making them more suitable for depth images coding. The lossless mode of the H264/AVC standard was modified in order to cope better with smoother images, with results presented in [8] and [9] .
As a small departure from proper lossless compression, which ensures perfect recovery of the original, there are also several recent papers that discuss lossy encoding with nearlossless [10] , [11] , or rendering lossless capabilities [12] .
Lossless depth image compression is essentially related to other areas of image coding, perhaps the closest being the coding of palette images, of color map images, and of region segmentations.
The most efficient coder for palette images is the already mentioned method PWC [1] , while another coder specially designed for palette images [13] was also used in the past for encoding segmentation images.
The particular technical solutions used in CERV can be traced to a number of past contributions. The context coding of the binary crack-edges can be seen as a constrained subclass of encoding a binary image. General encoding of binary images was dealt with by the ISO standard Joint Bilevel Image Experts Group (JBIG [14] and JBIG2 [15] ) providing good performance for a wealth of applications. More elaborated coding schemes have proposed context trees where the selection and the order of the pixels in the context is subject to optimization, in an adaptive way [16] . Using context trees in a semi-adaptive way was proposed in [17] by using a fixed context, similar to the way it is done in the algorithm CERV.
Encoding the boundaries of regions is one of the problems needed to be solved in seemingly distant applications: in MDL based segmentation of images [18] , [19] , where the code length for transmitting the segmentation is one term in the MDL criterion; in object based coding, for transmitting the boundary of objects or the regions of interest [20] , [21] . Chain codes representations and their associated one-dimensional memory models were very often used for the specific problem of contour coding of segmentations. Context tree coding of contours in map images was discussed in [17] . The predictive coding of the next chain-link based on a linear prediction model was presented in [22] . A general memory model based on semi-adaptive context trees was presented in [23] . PPM using a 2D template was used in [24] . The precursor of PWC method for contour coding is the 2D context coding of [25] .
The more general topic of lossy depth map coding received a lot of attention recently. Two of the most efficient techniques were published in [26] and [27] . The precision of the boundary information was seen as an important factor which needs to be improved in [28] . Piecewise linear approximations were used for selecting the important contours in [29] , while encoding the contours was realized by JBIG2.
Embeded coding of depth images was recently introduced in [30] , where R-D optimization is used for combining sub band coding with a scalable description of the geometric information.
II. REPRESENTATION BY CRACK-EDGES PLUS DEPTH OVER CONSTANT REGIONS
A. Depth Image, Horizontal Crack-Edge Image, Vertical Crack-Edge Image
The depth image can be conveniently represented by two groups of elements, possessing very specific redundancies: first the set of crack-edges (which defines the contours enclosing sets of pixels having the same depth value) and second, the collection of depth values over all constant regions.
The depth image to be compressed is D = {D i, j } i=1,...,n r , j =1,...,n c , where n r is the number of rows and n c is the number of columns. The crack-edges can be defined using indexing in the rectangular n r × n c grid, and we introduce a binary image of vertical crack-edges, 
B. Splitting the Image Into Patches (Regions With Same Depth)
A patch P is defined as a maximal region connected in 4-connectivity in the initial image D, containing pixels with the same depth value, D, which is called the depth value of the patch, D P . The interior part of the patch is separated from the exterior part by crack-edges set to 1 (dubbed active crack-edges), which form an uninterrupted chain. In Figure 1 there are five patches, e.g. the patch
is separated from the rest of the image by the chain
] which is called contour of the patch (not including the outer crack-edges
, which need not be encoded).
The collection of all patches in the image is P = {P 1 , . . . , P n P } and can be constructed at the decoder starting from the images H and V, while at the encoder the set of patches can be obtained already while scanning the image for setting the values in H and V. Algorithmically, constructing the patches is done by checking the four neighbors (in 4-connectivity) of each pixel belonging to a patch, and labeling them as members of the same patch if they have the same depth-value (or at decoder, testing if the candidate neighbors are not separated from the patch by active crack-edges). When all pixels in a patch are tested and no more growing of the patch occurs, a pixel not belonging yet to any patch is used to start a new patch and the growing of the new patch is continued in a similar manner.
C. Characterizing the Set of Patches
The patches are indexed in such a way that both the encoder and the decoder can identify and process the patches in the increasing order of their indices, e.g in the order of reaching the patches when we scan in row-wise order the pixels in D.
For the following descriptions each patch P has associated a number of features: depth, D P , patch size, |P | (i.e. number of pixels in the patch), its contour C(P ), and its set of neighbor patches N (P ) having cardinality |N (P )|.
A patch P 2 is a neighbor of a patch P 1 (P 2 ∈ N (P 1 )) if their contours have a common active crack-edge. The depth values of the two neighbor patches are necessarily distinct,
Some typical statistics concerning the crack-edges, the patch sizes, and number of neighboring patches are shown in Table I for a set of six depth images, which will be used for exemplifications throughout this paper and will be described in more details in the experimental section.
III. ENCODING THE IMAGES OF CRACK-EDGES
The two images of crack-edges H and V can be encoded in two alternative ways. The first one, which provides the best results over the public data-sets over which we experimented, sends in row-wise order and in interleaved manner the rows of H and V, as explained in Subsection III-A. The second method encodes first a header which specifies all anchor points for the chain-codes, followed by encoding the chains formed by the active crack-edges, as explained in Subsection III-B.
A. Row-Wise Encoding the Crack-Edges by Using Context Trees With Two-Dimensional Contexts
In this method all the crack-edges (both active and inactive) stored in the images H and V are transmitted by scanning the images row-wise and in an interleaved way: one row from H is followed by the row with the same index from V. Encoding is done using context arithmetic coding, [16] , [31] , where the template used for defining the encoding context of a vertical crack-edge, V i, j , is formed from both horizontal and vertical crack-edges transmitted up to the current vertical crack-edge. The template is shown in Figure 2 . One can select from the template a coding context containing any total number n ≤ 17 of crack-edges,
] ∈ {0, 1} n v , in the order specified by the template. For example, in the middle top row of Figure 5 the encoding context is
Similarly, the template T h (H i, j ) for the horizontal crackedge, H i, j , is shown in Figure 3 . Each of the crack-edges marked by 1, 2, 3 in Figure 3 shares one vertex with the current horizontal crack-edge (marked by "?"), and hence they are the most relevant. Next in order of relevance are the crack-edges 4 − 9, sharing vertices with the crack-edges 1, 2 and 3. The template ordering was optimized over two Middlebury files (Art and Reindeer, right view, one third Fig . 2 . The template of contexts for vertical crack-edges. The vertical crackedge marked in red is the current one, to be predicted from the seventeen vertical and horizontal crack-edges marked in green. The index in the template given to each crack-edge is marked near it, the most significant being crackedge one. resolution [32] ) through a greedy iterative process. Initially the template was taken to contain the crack-edges marked 1−3 and then, at each step of the greedy optimization, the template size was increased by one. The new crack-edge included in the template was the one leading to the best compression over the two images, when considering as candidates all the neighbor crack-edges of the crack-edges already existing in the template, obeying the causality constraint for the overall template. The compression performance was taken to be the one after optimally pruning the trees built with the current template (the pruning technique is presented in the following subsection). The process was stopped when the size of the template became 17, mostly for complexity reasons, but also because further enlarging the template did not improve significantly the compression performance. The crack-edge indices shown in Figures 2 and 3 are recording the order in which the crack-edges were included in the template by the greedy algorithm. The template and the indexing of the crack-edge in the template, thus optimized for two images, were then fixed and used as such in all experiments of this paper. Interestingly, trying to change the order for the crack-edges in the template for some of the depth images did not result in significant improvements of the compression results, and hence the ordering of the crack-edges in We have used the context trees in the configuration requiring that the coding contexts are leaves in an overall binary context tree. In the fast variant, the context tree T B n T for the horizontal crack-edges is a balanced tree having 2 n T leaves, all at treedepth n T , and similarly the context tree for the vertical crackedges is a balanced binary tree of same depth, in which case the data structure for storing the contexts and their counts is simply a table indexed by the binary contexts. If the common tree-depth n T is too large, some of the contexts will not be seen at all, or the number of occurrences will be small, so that their statistical relevance will also be modest. The value of n T optimizing the overall compression for a balanced tree was found experimentally to vary between 10 and 15. We choose as a default value in the CERV-Fast variant the value n T = 15.
In the case of high-compression variant of the CERV method, the context trees are optimized by pruning the contexts which do not perform better than their parents, as described in the next subsection.
1) Optimal Pruning the Context Tree:
Context tree coding is a mature field, containing a rich literature proposing various adaptive and semi-adaptive algorithms and their applications, see e.g., [16] , [31] , [33] , [34] . In the HiCo variant we use a semi-adaptive version requiring two-passes through the image. Further optimization of the extent of the context template and of the order of its pixels may add some improvements in compression efficiency, but will also slow down the execution of the program. In the high compression variant each tree is initialized as the balanced tree T B n T and then pruned to an optimal tree at the end of the first pass through the image. The bitstreams describing the structure of the obtained vertical and horizontal optimal trees are sent as a side information to the decoder, so that both encoder and decoder use the same trees, in an adaptive manner. After optimization, during the encoding process, the counts of the symbols 0 and 1 are initialized at each leaf (but not anymore at the interior nodes) and they are updated at each visit of a leaf, leading to adaptive coding distributions. The pruning process used in this paper is presented for completeness in detail in an Appendix in the file with additional information and at the website created for the paper at http://www.cs.tut.fi/~tabus/CERV/Appendix.pdf.
The bitstream for transmitting the structure of an optimal tree encodes in each bit the decision B(i ) to split or not the node i , starting from the root and concatenating B(∅)B(0)B(1) . . ., by scanning at each tree-depth level the nodes which resulted from the splits of the previously encoded tree-depth level and including only for them the information about being split or not. The total number of nodes in the tree having n leaves leaves is 2n leaves − 1, but the length of the bitstream for encoding the tree structure is possibly smaller, since for the leaves located at the maximal possible tree-depth n T there is no need to transmit decisions to split. The binary bitstreams are encoded using arithmetic coding, with probabilities assigned by an adaptive first-order Markov model.
2) Encoding the Crack-Edges by Using Context Trees:
The vertical edges and the horizontal edges are encoded sequentially, row by row starting from the first row of vertical edges V 1,2 , . . . , V 1,n c , and continuing in an interleaved manner of sending each row of horizontal edges H i,1 , . . . , H i,n c followed by a row of vertical edges, V i,2 , . . . , V i,n c , with the last row encoded being a row of vertical edges.
The values of the vertical and horizontal crack-edges are transmitted using arithmetic coding, with their coding distribution given by the counts collected in the two context trees.
The two context trees for encoding the V and H images meet special situations at the boundary of the image, where some crack-edges required in the template are not available. In that case all the needed values which are not available are considered to be 0, which simplifies the encoding and decoding routines by avoiding treating separately the crackedges close to the border. Only the first row of vertical edges V 1,2 , . . . , V 1,n c is encoded directly as a separate context, without using the optimal vertical context tree.
In Figure 4 (a) and (b) are shown a depth map image and a detail of the image, where the active crack-edges are overlaid, drawn with green lines. In the lower row, left panel of Figure 5 it is shown the zoomed area Z 1 , where green lines are representing the active crack-edges, while blue and red lines are showing the crack-edges having as context the binary allzero vector T h (H i j ), which as an integer reads T h (H i j ) = 0, and for short we call it context 0. Context 0 for the particular case of tree-depth 17 is shown in the upper row, left panel of Figure 5 (for some images the all-zero vector T h (H i j ), called here context 0, will have length smaller than 17 after pruning). The three most frequently occurring non-deterministic contexts in the pruned vertical and horizontal context trees obtained for the disparity image Art from view 5, in third resolution. The images in the first row show the pruned contexts, where red dotted line is for the crack-edge to be predicted, thin green line is for the template crack-edges which ought to be zero, and thick green line is for the template crack-edges which ought to be one. (Left) The context 0, the most frequent for horizontal crack-edges, maintaining all 17 crack-edges in the pruned context. (Middle) The most frequent context for vertical crack-edges, which was optimally pruned to context-depth 5. (Right) The next most frequent context for horizontal crack-edges, which was optimally pruned to context-depth 13. The second row of plots is a zoom in the rectangle marked Z 1 in Fig. 4(b) , and is marking the crack edges which were encoded using the contexts shown in the first row. The crack-edges which were encoded in the context marked in the above row are marked as follows: with blue are marked the inactive crack-edge and with red the active crack-edges, while with green are marked all other crack-edges active in the zoomed image. The given numbers of occurrences refer to the whole image Art, not only to the region Z 1 .
In regions of the image similar to Z 1 , with high density of active crack-edges, the context 0 is rarely found, while in the large patches the context 0 will appear very often, being the most frequent non-deterministic context in the overall image. The next two-most frequent contexts are illustrated in a similar manner on the middle and right panels of Figure 5 . The next most frequent 15 contexts are shown in the files containing additional information at http://www.cs.tut.fi/~tabus/CERV/.
3) Deterministic Crack-Edges:
In general the two images of crack-edges, H and V can be seen to form a particularly constrained pair of bi-level images. The most specific property is the fact that the crack-edges are forming chains that can terminate only when meeting other chains (including themselves) or when reaching the boundaries of the image, as can be seen from Figure 1 . This property can be utilized for deriving deterministic connections between the crack-edges from the template and the current crack-edge, and was used for the first time in [1] , for its slightly differently defined vertical and horizontal contexts (where some contexts of the horizontal crack-edges resulted to be deterministic). The context template of the current vertical crack-edge V i, j has a remarkable property, allowing to determine a unique value of the current vertical crack-edge for some particular values of the crack-edges in the template. The template contains all three crack-edges, The proof is similar for the other two configurations. In cases where two or three of the crack-edges H i, j −1 , H i, j , and V i−1, j are active, there is no deterministic conclusion about the value of the crack-edge V i, j . The deterministic situations occur rather often, as seen in Table II , their proportion may vary from one third to 47% of all crack-edges (corresponding to the large majority of vertical crack-edges, which are about half of all crack-edges). The zoomed region Z 1 is shown in Figure 4(c) , where the active crack-edges are shown as green lines. With thicker lines are shown in blue or red those vertical crack-edges appearing in deterministic contexts: the marking is blue, if their value was 0, or is red, if their value was 1. In the whole picture from Figure 4 (a) there are 136860 deterministic contexts, out of 170940 contexts for vertical crack-edges (nearly 80%).
4) Accounting for the Non-Stationarity of Context Distributions:
The conditional distribution collected at each context is updated on the fly, reflecting the data observed while being in that context. However, the depth images are non-stationary, e.g., for pictures taken inside a room the walls, floor, and foreground are resulting in different types of contours of the patches. It was found useful to introduce a form of forgetting in the updating process of the counts, in the form of halving the counts of zeros and ones at a given context, each time when the total number of zeros and ones exceeds a certain threshold, as is done in many cases for re-scaling the counts used in arithmetic coding [16] , [35] . The optimal threshold, at which halving is done, varies for different images between a few tens and about one thousand. We have used in the experimental section a fixed threshold, by default equal to 250, at which to perform the halving of the counts for all contexts in all images, except the counts for context 0, which were left unchanged.
B. Encoding by Chain-Codes
When the active crack-edge density is low, it may become more efficient to encode the crack-edges along the chains of active crack-edges and to identify the next active crack-edge by a chain-code.
We consider an algorithm based on chain-codes, similar to the ones used in [7] and [23] , which sends first the information about all anchors needed for defining chains, assuming that each point in the image can be an anchor, and also marks the anchors which are multiple start points. The encoder collects the 3OT codes for all resulted chains and concatenates them in a long string of symbols 0, 1, and 2. The context tree optimal for the overall string is built and transmitted as side information and then the chain-codes are transmitted using the encoding distribution collected adaptively at the optimal contexts [23] . Two alternatives were tested, the one using 3OT chain-codes and the one using AF4 chain-codes, but very small differences were observed among the two alternatives (results not shown). The results for the current datasets are however overwhelmingly in favor of the coding using 2D contexts (e.g., in Table II the third and last columns show a very significant difference, in favor of 2D contexts) which is used in all the rest of experiments in this paper.
IV. ENCODING THE DEPTH VALUE OF EACH PATCH
A. Depth Dependencies Across Neighboring Regions
In encoding the depth value of each patch the possible closeness between its value and the values of the neighbor patches is used for constructing suitable predictions, in the form of a list of most likely values taken by the depth. The fact that the depth values over neighboring patches ought to be distinct is used for excluding from the likely list the depth values of all neighboring patches.
The neighboring relationship between patches, which we define by specifying the set of neighbor patches N (P ) for each patch P , will be specific to every image, and both encoder and decoder will know it, since in the first stage the contour of the patches is transmitted. The set of all patches P and its cardinality n P = |P| are also available to the decoder.
The values of the patch-depths are transmitted in a sequential order to the decoder, hence only the patch-depths already encoded can be used as conditioning variables. The encoding order of the patch-depths is denoted here for notational simplicity, as 1, 2, . . . , n P . The enumeration used here consists in scanning the initial image line by line, and transmitting the depth values of the patches in the order in which they are first met during the scanning.
We considered also a second enumeration, by sorting the patches in the decreasing order of their number of neighboring patches, so that first are specified the depth-values of those patches having many neighbors, adding at each instant the depth information that is relevant for as many unknown yet patch-depth values as possible. However, the second enumeration performed slightly worse than the first one, hence in the rest of the paper we utilize only the first enumeration.
At the moment t the depth value d * = D P t of the patch P t is encoded, making use of the depth values of the k t neighboring patches forming the set P t = {P t (1) , . . . , 
B. Clustering D * t and Constructing the Likely List of Values L t
The clustering algorithm performs grouping of the values D * t around centers selected sequentially. The goal of the clustering algorithm is to distinguish between two often met cases: one case is when all neighbor values in D * t are very close together, and most likely the value d * will be close to all of them as well; this happens when the neighboring patches belong to the same object in the image. The second situation is when the neighboring patches belong to two different objects, situated at very different depths in the image, and the values in D * t form two clusters. Other, more complex, situations are certainly possible, but their occurrence is quite rare and we prefer a fast clustering algorithm, which selects sequentially centers of clusters using a threshold for deciding which values to include to the already existing centers. A fixed value of = 5 is used throughout the paper.
The values in D * t are arranged in the order they are met along the contour of the current patch. The clustering algorithm takes the first value from D * t as center of the first cluster. All other values from D * t that are within a distance of from the center of the cluster are marked and allocated to the cluster, and the center of the cluster is recomputed as the mean of all values in the cluster. The next value from D * t which is not marked yet is then taken as initial center of a new cluster, and this cluster is grown in a similar way, including the values of D *
t not yet marked and situated closer than from the cluster center. The process ends when all values from D * t are allocated to one of the created clusters. If the number of resulted clusters, n Q , is larger than two, we set n Q = 2 and only the two most populated clusters are kept, having centers denoted Q 1 and Q 2 . If the distance between the centers of the two clusters is smaller than , then n Q is set to 1 and a single center is computed as the mean of the values in the two clusters. Each cluster center, Q i , is rounded to its closest integer value.
If the number of clusters is n Q = 1 the list of likely values is initialized as
while when the number of clusters is n Q = 2, the list is initialized as
Then the values in D * t are excluded from the list, after which the first 2 + 1 elements in the list are kept to form the final list L t . It is expected that d * will be located often in top ranks of the list L t , and therefore its rank in the list will be encoded, instead of its value. In order to separate the different situations regarding the number of values in D * t and the number of clusters, we found five context to be relevant for collecting statistics about the rank of d * in the list L t , as follows:
In the context i C = 1 the value of one single neighbor is known, in context i C = 2 two neighbors are known and their distance is smaller than , in context i C = 3 two neighbors are known and are further apart than , in context i C = 4 the clustering process resulted in a single -bounded cluster, and in context i C = 5 the clustering resulted in two -bounded clusters. If there is no neighbor yet known about a region, the list W t will be used.
The list L t can be constructed identically at the decoder. If the true value is contained in the list, then d * = L t k , where k is its rank in the list. A binary switch S t is transmitted first, telling if d * belongs to the list. If S t = 1 then the rank k will be encoded, using for driving the arithmetic coder the statistics of the ranks collected at the context i C . If S t = 0, d * was not among the values in the list L t (we deal with a patch having very different value than those in the clusters constructed from the neighboring patches), and then the value of d * is sent using the statistics collected using the default list W t (we label this distribution by the label i C = 6).
We illustrate the Algorithm Y, presented in Figure 6 , by using the 4×5 image from Figure 1 . When scanning row-wise the image, we find in order the following patches: P 1 having depth D P 1 = 79, P 2 having depth D P 2 = 101, P 3 having depth D P 3 = 78, P 4 having depth D P 4 = 100, and P 5 having depth D P 5 = 102. We consider here for simplicity of illustration = 2, although in all the experiments we have used only the value = 5. The Table III shows the relevant variables when processing the five patches. The coding distribution P(d * |i C ), with i C = 6 refers to coding using the default list W t , while the coding distribution P(k|i C ) refers to coding using the list L t , for contexts i C < 6. 
V. THE VARIANTS OF THE CERV CODING SCHEME
The generic CERV algorithm is shown in Figure 7 . In the variant CERV-HiCo all steps of the algorithm are performed, providing the maximum compression of the scheme. In the variant CERV-2 the Step A4 of constructing global patches is omitted, but still two passes are needed for the overall encoding. In the variant CERV-3 the stage of optimizing the coding trees, consisting of Steps A1 and A2, is omitted, while the marking of global patches in Step A4 is performed. This variant eliminates the need of the first pass of collecting the counts in the coding trees and encodes with default balanced trees, but still needs one pass through the image for transmitting the crack-edges, only then the global patches are found and finally in a second pass through the image the depth-values are transmitted by Algorithm Y. The variants CERV-2 and CERV-3 are introduced and exemplified solely for illustrating the gains of the main three parts of the CERV algorithm.
The gains of using the steps A1 and A2 (optimization of context trees for crack-edges) and A4 (determining the global patches) of the generic algorithm are almost equal, as seen from the comparative results in Figure 11 .
The fourth variant is the Algorithm CERV-Fast, which omits the optimization of the context trees for encoding crack-edges (Steps A1 and A2) and also omits the construction of the global patches (Step A4). In this form, it can be executed in a single pass through the image, providing much better speed and smaller memory requirements than the CERV-HiCo algorithm.
We present a pseudocode of the algorithm CERV-Fast in Figure 8 . Since the algorithm operates with the constant segments on the current line instead of global patches, it can infer that two non-connected constant segments belong to the same region by only utilizing the information acquired in the preceding lines of the image, while sometimes only the subsequent lines can clarify if two segments belong to the same patch or not. Thus, the fast variant will have to encode depth values for all new constant segments from the current line, that are not connected to a a known segment on the previous line, even though some of these new constant segments may belong to an already met patch. At the moment t the depth value d * = D P t is encoded, making use of the depth values of the k t neighboring patches forming the set P t = {P t (1) , . . . , P t (k t ) } which is now only a subset of N (P t ) ∩ {P 1 , . . . , P t −1 }, differently than in the Algorithm Y, where the the two sets were equal.
In Figure 9 are shown cases where the fast algorithm treats two nonconsecutive constant-segments on the current row as belonging to two different patches, although the two segments belong to the same patch, as revealed by the image following the current row. The one-pass fast algorithm at the moment of encoding the current row will encode a depth value for the constant segment, although the algorithm Y will not encode anything for this segment. This inefficiency of the fast algorithm is quantified in Table IV , by the second column, showing the number of constant segments for which the depth was encoded in the fast algorithm, divided by the number of patches n P , which is the number of depth values encoded in the HiCo algorithm. The larger this ratio, the larger the relative difference in compression between the fast algorithm and the HiCo algorithm.
VI. DISCUSSION OF THE ALGORITHMIC SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CERV AND PWC
The piecewise-constant regions in PWC, called here patches, are separated by edges forming the edge map. In both CERV and PWC the initial representation of the depth image is formed of the two sets of variables: the binary crack-edge images H and V, which are referred to as edge map in PWC, and the depth values inside the patches.
The coding of edge map in both PWC and CERV is done using 2D binary contexts. In PWC the contexts have a fixed size, taken as in [25] , including the 8 causal neighbor edges for coding a vertical edge (those marked 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 13 in Figure 2 ) and 9 causal neighbor edges for coding a horizontal edge (i.e. when encoding the horizontal edge marked 2 in Figure 2 the context is formed of the edges marked 1, ?, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 13). In CERV the whole line of horizontal edges is encoded first, and then the line of vertical edges is encoded, resulting in slightly different causal neighborhoods, but this difference is minor. The main advantage in CERV, concerning encoding edges, is the larger template used (it includes 17 neighbor crack-edges) and the use of variable length contexts, by employing a semi-adaptive context tree, designed and transmitted as side information after a first pass through the image.
Both methods are taking advantage of the existence of deterministic contexts, which exist due to the constraints existing between the four crack-edges that are sharing a given vertex.
The quantitative gains obtained by CERV with respect to PWC due to the different type of contexts are similar to the gains of CERV-HiCo compared to the version CERV-3. In the variant CERV-3 the stage of optimizing the context tree is missing, and hence CERV-3 uses a fixed context, of size 15. The gains obtained due to the optimization of the tree are in average of about 1%, but occasionally they raise to 3% (see the black curve compared to the red line reference in Figure 11 ). Difference between CERV-HiCo and PWC will be higher, since PWC uses only a 8-9 long context, while CERV-3 uses a 15 long context.
One version of PWC uses a stage of run-length coding for repeated contexts which had a beneficial effect in the overall compression. In CERV such a stage is not used, especially because in CERV the contexts are much wider than in PWC. The only significantly repeating context in CERV is the "zero" context for horizontal crack-edges, T h (H i, j ) = 0, which has an extremely skewed distribution, leading to very efficient encoding.
The second main task in both PWC and CERV, that of encoding the depth values over the piecewise-constant regions, is accomplished by starting from different goals and redundancy reduction techniques. In PWC the encoding of current region depth is obtained by mixing three hard decisions: diagonal connectivity, color guessing, and guess failure. The first decision, diagonal connectivity becomes active when two regions which are neighbors in 8 connectivity have the same depth. This may happen frequently in palette images containing diagonal lines of width one pixel, or when text is overlapped to natural content. CERV does not use anything similar to the diagonal connectivity primitive, depth images containing rarely thin lines.
The second primitive action in PWC, color guessing, consists in encoding the current unknown color conditionally on the color of a neighbor pixel, or on the colors of three neighbor pixels, where the conditional distribution is defined by an intricate dynamical structure which collects information about previous successful guesses. The list used in PWC implements a dynamical structure, containing memory cells, where the most recently used context gets the front position if the guess in that context is successful. Finally, when even the second primitive could not determine correctly the color value, a third primitive is used in PWC, where the the color is picked from the colors which are not included in the model, using zero order statistics of previous usage, or if the overall number of color values in the image is larger than 16, predictive coding is used. The predictive coding uses the predictor from JPEG-LS [36] and encodes the residuals as in ALCM [37] .
By contrast CERV uses for color coding of the current region only the instantaneous information about the depth values in the neighboring regions. Since one region may have many neighboring regions, the conditioning values used by CERV are not only one or three, as used in PWC, but sometimes tens of regions may be neighbors of a given region and exploiting this network of regions results in skewed distributions. The clustering process in CERV described in Subsection IV-B may lead to several cluster centers, which can be seen as several different candidate predictions, the errors with respect to these predictions being encoded, after the important exclusion process is enforced. In order to keep track of the values with small errors, and at the same time to enforce exclusion, CERV uses the list construction from Subsection IV-B, which is a memoryless process applied to the network of region's neighbors at the moment of encoding one region's depth value. The exclusion process, enforcing that the current region should have a distinct value than the neighboring regions, combined with the predictive part seems to be very suitable for depth images.
The previous parallel of the methods for color coding in PWC and CERV reveals that the two coding techniques are starting from the same representation of the image into elements, but the techniques used for coding are different. We have tested the ability of the CERV techniques to cope with the redundancy present in general palette images. We have run CERV over the PWC corpus made up of several typical palette images and we found that the results of PWC were superior for almost all files (results shown in the additional information file), showing once more that the specific color coding used by PWC and by CERV are very distinct. Reversely, all results comparing CERV and PWC over the depth images in this paper are showing consistently better results of CERV for depth images. Consequently one can conclude that each method is well suited for the type of images for which each was intended in the first place.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Lossless Compression of Depth Map Images
We consider here publicly available disparity images (which are in a one-to-one mapping with depth images). The Middlebury database [32] contains in total 162 disparity maps, for which we plot the results maintaining the grouping of images having the same resolution (54 at full resolution, 54 at half resolution, and 54 at one-third resolution). We use for the illustrative tables in the paper three images from the Middlebury dataset, Art, Dolls, and Plastic (typical for medium, low, and high compressibility) in the right view, and with half and one-third resolution (also denoted 1/2 and 1/3 in the tables).
The nature of the image, true depth image or disparity map (which is related to the depth by a simple invertible mapping) does not appear to make a difference for the compression performance of CERV, the only major place where it may have an impact is the depth value clustering and prediction, where the results may be different when working with depth or disparity values. The depth images obtained as disparity images from stereo pairs may have holes, e.g., due to occluded regions. Interestingly, the holes present in the disparity map images are not making the compression more difficult, being just another type of patches in the image. We could slightly improve the performance by taking into account the specific value of the hole patches (usually they are the only pixels having depth value equal to 0), and one can eliminate the patches with depth value 0 from the prediction of depth in Algorithm Y (i.e., by not including the value 0 in the set D * t ) but the improvements are usually not visible in the second significant digit of the compression ratio.
Some typical statistics of depth map images are shown in Table I . The number of patches (in four connectivity) is given in the 6th column (varying between 4000 and 10000). Couple of thousands patches contain just one pixel (column 7), a similar number of patches contain from 2 to 9 pixels (column 8) and only a few tens of patches are larger than 1000. The number of patches with just one neighbor (engulfed inside their neighbor patch) are shown in column 12, and the number of patches with more than 32 neighbor patches are shown in column 17.
The algorithm for compressing crack-edges using 2D contexts is illustrated by presenting its inner variables, and also is compared against compression by chain-codes in Table II . The number of active crack-edges (in column 5) varies from a quarter to one tenth of the total number of crack-edges. The number of crack-edges which result deterministically from their contexts (in column 6) is in the range of 35%-47% of the total number of crack-edges and the number of horizontal crack-edges which are encoded in the context 0 (having T h as a full zero vector) is in the range 12%-27%. We notice that the higher the proportion of crack edges having a deterministic context or Context 0, the better the compression of the crack-edges information (given in codelength for encoding crack-edges divided by the number of pixels in the image, in column 3 of Table II ). Compression by chain-codes is illustrated in the last two columns, which show a very poor compression performance when compared to encoding using the 2D contexts. An explanation of the poor performance is the very large number of anchors needed as a header before transmitting the chain-codes; in particular, the 3OT chaincodes require only 3 symbols, resulting without any entropy coding at about log 2 (3) = 1.58 bits per active link, while with the sophisticated context coding of [23] the cost reduces to about 1.1 bit per link. However, transmitting the very high number of needed anchors for the chain-codes raises the average cost to 1.4 or even 1.9 bits per active crack-edge (shown in column 10 of Table II ). The compression of depth value for each patch is illustrated in Table IV , where are given some statistics about the encoding process for the depth values. The patches are enumerated in the order of reaching them in row-wise scanning. The second column shows the ratio of the number of local patches over number of global patches (for each local patch CERV-Fast algorithm encodes the depth value, being less efficient than CERV-HiCo). The relative frequency of using each context (m(i C ) is the number of occurrences of context i C in all patches n P ) is shown in columns 3−8 and the average codelength per pixel when encoding in each context (including the cost for encoding the switching S t ) is shown in columns 9−14. The resulting codelength for patches per pixel is shown in 15th column, which added to the 16th column, representing the codelength for crack-edges per pixel, gives the total codelength per pixel for the depth image, in column 17th, hence columns 15−17 are showing the split of the total necessary bitrate between coding crack-edges and coding depth values over patches. In Figures 10-12 we present compression results over the whole dataset Middleburry. In Figure 10 we show the compression by CERV-HiCo, CERV-Fast, PWC [1] , CALIC [35] , and LOCO-I [36] , where for better readability we order the images so that CERV-HiCo compression ratios are increasingly sorted over the group with full size resolution. The compression of the Fast and HiCo variants are not very far apart, and both are consistently better than the results of PWC, followed at a larger distance by CALIC, which in turn outperforms the LOCO-I results.
In Figure 11 we show the ratio between the compressed sizes obtained by the four CERV variants: CERV-HiCo, which is taken as a reference, achieves best compression for all files, CERV-Fast produces the largest compressed sizes, but is much faster than the other variants, and finally CERV-2 and CERV-3 are shown for clarifying the relative merit of the different steps in Algorithm A. The least favorable result of the fast variant is at 6% of the result of HiCo variant, but for most files the differences are less than 3%.
The encoding and decoding times of the CERV-Fast are very similar, since the compressor is almost symmetric. In Figure 12 are presented the encoding times for CERV-Fast over all Middlebury set, which are largely similar to the compression time of CALIC, while PWC is almost twice faster, while LOCO-I is several times faster. The tests were performed on a 64-bit system with 8 GB of memory and one Intel-i7 processor at 2GHz. The implementation of the most complex variant, CERV-HiCo, was not optimized for fast execution and is about three-four times slower than the CERV-Fast variant (results not shown). Also, in Table V than the compression factors obtained for small size images (in third resolution one obtain about half the compression factors of the high resolution). One can also notice that difficult images, where the general compressors obtain low compression factors, remain relatively more difficult also for the specialized depth compressors.
The sequences of depth map images Ballet and Breakdancers (in the view camera 0) have each 100 frames and we show in Table VI the average results over 100 frames, obtained by CERV, PWC, CALIC, and LOCO-I when encoding each frame independently (intra-mode) and also shown are results with the intra-schemes from [4] and [8] . Ballet and Breakdancers are similar "natural" depth images, while in the sequence Beer-garden the background is generated synthetically, making the intra-coding of it quite inefficient when compared to inter-coding. We use a very simple preprocessing along the sequence, by subtracting the current frame from the previous one and encoding the difference image by CERV, and the other lossless compressors. The results are shown for the first 100 frames of the sequence in Table VI , where we also show the results obtained for Beer-garden sequence with inter-coding schemes reported in [4] and [8] .
In the file with additional results we present the complete list of results for all the images, frames, and view-points available in the mentioned data-sets. The CERV variants outperformed the CALIC and LOCO-I results for all 1862 tested images.
B. Utilizing CERV as an Entropy Coder for Lossy Depth Map Compression
In order to illustrate the potential usefulness of CERV beyond the lossless compression application discussed in the previous sections, we present a scheme where CERV can be used for the compression of several lossy versions of an original image. We use the Algorithm RQ, shown in Figure 13 , to generate lossy versions of the original image, suitable to be encoded very efficiently by CERV. The goal is to simplify the original image, by preserving the large patches as they are, and by re-quantizing the depth values located in smaller patches, so that fewer contours and constant regions are formed after re-quantization. When deciding which patches to preserve, one Fig. 14. Rate-distortion plots for lossy compression by several methods and by the simple RQ-CERV and RQ-PWC described in Section VII for all images from [30] . The losses compression values obtained by CERV and PWC are marked by vertical lines. The results from [30] are also cited here. The images are: Aloe (full resolution, view 1), Ballet (camera 0, frame 96), Bowling (full resolution, view 1), and Breakdancers (camera 0, frame 0).
can compare with a threshold either the number of pixels enclosed by the patch, |R |, or the number of occurrences N 0 (R ) of the context T h (H i, j ) = 0 inside the patch. The later was found to produce better results for the range of PSNR smaller than 70 dB, while the former is used to produce images with PSNR higher than 70 dB, using the threshold θ 1 in the range 2 to 14.
The algorithm, shown in Figure 13 involves simple selection operations of the large patches of the image, followed by quantization of the rest of the image with a uniform quantizer. The threshold θ 1 , at which we select the patches to be preserved, is changed from one image to another, with values varying between 1 and the largest value of N 0 (R ), while the quantization step θ 2 is varying between 1 and 4 for all these selection of patch sizes. When the threshold θ 1 is so large that no patches will be preserved in {Z i, j }, the whole original image is re-quantized; in this case we use quantization step θ 2 between 5 and 14.
Each lossy image is then encoded by CERV and results in a point in the rate-distortion plane. After all points are obtained, we remove any point (P S N R i , L i ) performing strictly worse than another existing point, (P S N R j , L j ) (i.e., if L i > L j and P S N R i ≤ P S N R j ). The remaining points in the RD plane form a smooth curve, which is plotted with square marked blue lines in Figure 14 . Also shown, for the same lossy approximation images, are the results of PWC coder. Although the presented method for obtaining lossy approximations is not using advanced optimization techniques, the results of RQ+CERV, and even of RQ+PWC show very competitive results, being the best of all other tested methods for PSNR larger than 50-60 dB, and in the case of Aloe image the performance is the best over the whole rate range, except a single point where the method from [38] gives slightly better results.
The topic of lossy compression using results of CERV can be further investigated, to include a more involved optimization when generating the approximation images. However, from the presented results one can see that CERV is a very effective entropy coder of the suitable approximations of the original image for a wide range of rates, its use being promising also in lossy compression.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The introduced CERV algorithms are shown to consistently take better into account the specificities of depth map images when compared to recent methods specifically designed for lossless depth coding, and compared to the established algorithms CALIC and JPEG-LS for general lossless image compression. CERV performs better for depth images also when compared to the algorithm PWC, which was specifically designed for palette images. The similarities and differences between PWC and CERV algorithms are discussed, clarifying the different ranking of the two methods for the type of images for which they are intended.
In lossless mode, typical average codelengths obtained by the coding scheme are about 1.1-1.4 bits per active crack-edge and about 2-2.7 bits per depth value of a patch, resulting in an overall compressed size of about 0.2-0.8 bits per pixels, or, equivalently, in reductions of the original image size of 10 to 65 times, depending on the density and shape of contours in the image. The usage of CERV as an entropy coder in a lossy compression scheme is illustrated using a very simple mechanism for generating lossy images, resulting in a lossy compressor having very good performance for the high PSNR range.
